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ABSTRACT 

CLOUD CHAMBER 

Rahima Shafiq Ullah, MFA 

George Mason University, 2014 

Thesis Director: Jennifer Atkinson 

 

This collection is the culmination of poetry written while at the GMU MFA 

program. The work mainly focuses on nature and humanity’s relationship, or lack 

thereof, to nature. Also included are two translations of Bengali poems.  
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CLOUD CHAMBER 
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Cloud Chamber 

 

 

I am 

you are 

subatomic particles in the 

cloud chamber of minds. 

emotion 

being 

the quantum anomalies. 

 

black holes, depression, 

dark matter outweighs 

body and mind. 

 

observing rain as it drops 

from one leaf to the next below, 

ending in a rippling pool. 

 

trying to connect atoms to make stars, 

stars to make galaxies. 

God being the universe 

infinity, end and beginning. 

 

visibility ends where 

infinity meets undefined. 

watching a child sing in the Pacific 

swaying with the waves as they push and 

pull against her frame to envelop her body. 
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Covalence 

 

 

μ: me, you 

Friction’s coefficient 

must be more than zero. 

 

The way electrons float between 

our exhales and inhales. The air 

between us when our lips touch, 

when our hands hold. 

Movement is a shared action, 

acting, reacting. 

Pushing one atom against the other 

a dance started by God's hand-- 

a single flick, a single roll, just a word 

and now every particle is compelled 

to move until the horn sounds 

telling all to stop. 

 

Warmth dispersing like leaves 

descending--to decompose. 

There is no such thing as cold 

only the loss of movement. 

The slowing down until the end of the dance 

feet hurting, body aching. 

 

Then we wait until the horn 

blows a second time 

to awaken 

and begin a new dance in a new realm 

where souls speak, 

pain a memory.
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source text 

 

 

go back to the past, recede to proceed 

daisies, buttercups, fire burnt trees 

lying on boulders, sleeping  

in the sun as others walk past 

 

lodged in the muscle memory 

[of your mind] lies 

the vocabulary  

unbidden, it rises 

 

the hum that evolves 

transforms into a scream blocking 

thought spinning internally 

to allow only messages in color 

 

once there were great bears in the North 

the sky's purple gray projected onto your arm, skin askew 

splayed open long 

somehow torn evenly against the asphalt 

 

verification of origins 

the source of the spring 

the river as you follow it up: a collection of springs 

glean truth while napping on a rock  
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Time Traveler 

 

 

I am a space-time traveler  

and have been since  

before conception. Waiting as a soul, 

with soul friends 

on a plain that was not a plain.  

It was the heath. 

Lightning storm ridden,  

the grid of the body 

a process of texturization  

fractals [zoom in zoom out]  

I was never in pieces 

you were only looking too close  

you were only looking from afar 

my body and soul have never been in pieces  

could never be in pieces 

You may dismember me  

scatter me, forget me 

but I remain where I've always been  

These words I compiled 

have always 

been here on this page before  

and after printing 

You just were looking too close,  

looking from too far.  
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Divulge Nothing 

 

 

I would give up nothing  

except my soul. 

I will give you nothing-- 

it is yours now to deliver,  

return home. 

To the same plane of origination  

the dimension where we first met,  

the plane of souls.  
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raindrops 

 

 

each drop falls 

from your exhaust pipe 

from the sewer 

from the gutter 

into the stream 

that meets a river 

the potomac if you will 

 

it forms a hole in the rock 

a trickle that becomes a slide 

rain drop 

raindrop 

rain drops 

raindrops 

falling 

scattering 

co-centric circles 

that end suddenly 

but really they just began 

a chain of events 

pushing atoms along the shore 

along pavement 

along the air 

conducting a dance 

that slows then accelerates later  
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Viscosity 

  

 

The viscosity of blood  

as it exits wounds 

as it flows throws veins 

as it gets pulled by gravity  

pushed by each heartbeat  

as it seeps out of me 

as it covers a newborn child  

newly dead, a child born  

dead 

 

as it enters the clear plastic tubes  

of the silver machine 

as it waits in a bag to enter veins  

the viscosity of blood 

sliding out like drops from a leaf after rainfall  

like the fluttering of a butterfly's wings 

 

congealing to close the wounds 

congealing when the last breath departs the body  

as heat seeps out and cold sets in 

and blood pools in each cavity,  

 

is resistance.   
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Justice 

 

 

Just is just 

is just is just 

Justice is just 

Is just just? 

Just is 

 

This construct of the mind to make believe 

there is 

the possibility of 

balance 

I tell you there is 

none 

Only forgiveness without reservation, 

without the lingering 

red branched light projections 

on your eyelids upon closure 

like the pain 

of a scabbed wound, it still 

hurts and tethers the mind 

to lingering 

images in the amygdala 

For those who lack sleep have trouble 

accessing the positive from the 

disorder of the brain. 
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The Chameleon 

 

 

This veneer that camouflages 

known to shimmer and disappear 

I can adjust 

the lighting 

the pigment 

take on the hues 

the emotions 

of the room. 

 

Or, I can change color 

to enlighten the room. 

 

You would never know my existence 

unless I allow it 

uncover myself 

contrast colors 

red against black for example. 

 

And when it's dark 

when your eyes are veiled 

we both see nothing 

you see nothing. 
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Forward Motion 

 

 

In summer's sticky heat, peaches tumble to the ground only to spoil. 

The sweet, rotten smell causes everyone's noses to crinkle as they 

step on the fruit at the base before traversing the limbs. 

I remember reaching for the one that glowed pink, looked just ripe. 

My sister warned me not to look down—only, jump! 

My scream resonated throughout the orchard, as if stabbed. 

The lazy black serpent below me stayed in place. 

 

Then autumn arrives to trigger a death via spoiling. 

Each cycle travels on a collision course, ready to hit the other. 

The darkness overtakes the sun, triggering a desire to hibernate. 

Apples wait in dark chambers, ready to spoil. 

A child laughs from a deep pile of orange and red leaves. 

These bundles of fire mean to purify, not just spoil. 

 

Ice glows red in evening light; dusk settles in. 

Stark trees limbs block nothing from view. 

A withering man at the base of a mountain waits to die. 

He curses the land that springs to life while his body spoils. 

A single hand gestures, whispering: mercy. 

Wars continue on the continents--a pillaging for spoils. 
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Cranberry Morphemes 

 

 

Those cranberry morphemes exist. 

There’s always one in the crowd. 

You know you see them around, 

all alone. Awkward eyes fixed 

to the ground, even when mixed. 

They don’t know how to be loud. 

Forever lost, they can’t be found, 

speak on their own, or be kissed. 

 

 

They look around, kind of sad. 

Trying to be humorous as though 

saying this state of loneliness 

is on purpose. Being alone isn’t bad 

Huckle, cran, ceive, twi--slow 

down the list, enough of this.  
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Morpheus Never Came 

 

 

what dreams will you 

induce in me while 

I feel tremors – 

a surreal nightmare 

 

morphine derivative 

injected into my system 

 

creating a self-- 

outside my body 

heaving, still 

breathing, and twisting-- 

 

muscles under skin 

stretching only to 

contract--with such force! 

 

one touch of the steel 

had me frightened 

at my body--I could not, would 

not recognize it as my own 

 

an alien that flourished 

in my abdomen  

 

but this parasite had 

me enamored at the first 

imagined vision 

 

and now sleeps--with 

pink apricot soft cheeks  
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Winter Days 

 

 

I sit by the window, reading. 

I chose this room and this seat 

to gather the sun's rays on my skin. 

 

As the sun begins to set, 

I grow cold and unhappy. 

 

These short winter days 

take away warmth and energy 

at more than the molecular level. 

 

The sadness I'm left with 

becomes all-enveloping. 

 

The emptiness inside externalizes, 

I can only project a sense of loss 

as the darkness grows. 
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Periphery 

 

 

From the boundaries of my eyes,  

delicate purple petals 

on sweet pea plants line the trail.  

Like butterflies that flit away 

as I gently push the air  

against them when I ride past 

tissue thin wings on flowers. 

 

Summer's moist  

air brings bugs  

to my face. 

Honeysuckle perfume thickens  

the air. Autumn leaves tumble  

and cascade around me like confetti. Winter  

cools my lungs while stillness  

pervades the edge of my sight. 
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Gestalt 

 

 

In a chrysalis, the caterpillar melts into protein broth. 

Your perception of proteins 

leads to a caterpillar in the past, 

a butterfly at present. 

 

The theory is that when you give up 

trying to change, 

the change takes place. 

At the point that exhaustion sets in 

then all of you says I give up,  

whether with tears, or anger, or a smile. 

 

Because all of the moments, the times 

you worked to make it happen, you failed. 

You failed in order to make it happen. 

The failure was the impetus for change.  
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CONVERGENCE 
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[something about] convergence 

 

 

1. 

Beyond the horizon. 

 

An onslaught (of millions)  

of dandelion seeds 

masking the sky. 

Dandelions that once  

cloaked the ground 

stiff, slight, shaking 

ghostly tops-- 

canopy over the field. 

 

2. 

When you look out in 

to the world do you  

see beyond the first line  

of sight? Look further,  

through the trees,  

the cars, the people 

to the next line, the next  

level of light. 

 

3. 

Alberto Giacometti people  

wander aimless, listless. 

Gaunt and thin, each 

alone in a forest of people. 

Lonely figures suffering in bronze.  
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4. 

The point 

The point at which 

The point at which things meet 

The highest point  

always represents the beginning  

of the fall. 

 

5. 

As one recedes and the next  

advances, the meeting point shifts.  

 

6. 

Branches in v shape, smaller  

and smaller until the v shape  

disappears, the broccoli  

outline remains. 

Shores, mountains, trees: 

trace each to see the big picture.  
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Symmetry 

  

  

Twenty-four years ago 

I walked into the arabesque design, iznik tile filled 

building on Massachusetts Avenue. 

  

Knowing what I sought, but not who, 

I came upon a young man visiting from Sudan. 

We conversed for hours, about God and the universe. 

  

He had come for medical treatments for his father 

That hope having ended in burial. 

I affirmed myself in a new faith that day. 

  

Both of us continued on tracks of faith. 

Me as a doctor, him as a community leader. 

We began families, our children grew as friends. 

  

These twenty-four years later, I reflect on 

lessons my father imparted. The manner of his love 

clear in small notes he left: You are the most 

  

beautiful flower, amongst all flowers. 

Though we held up her frail body, she held us up 

with the strength of her smile and love, 

  

patting our shoulders, telling us, these are life’s patterns. 

Though I chose a faith different than them, my parents’ faith 

in me never waivered. 

  

Neither of us young now, that once young Sudanese man 

recited the prayers and poured the dirt, instructing us 

on the burial of my own father. 
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Metronome 

 

 

Nome, metronome 

Nome, Alaska 

garden gnomes 

map the human genome 

roam until you find a home 

resist in ohms 

write an epic tome 

pray under a rose dome 

sunsets and sea foam 

a child turns in the womb 

digging in loam 

utter a moan  

end of poem
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therefore 

 

 

1 

my hands on your arms 

feel the heat that radiates  

like sunlight pouring through the window 

after a long night in shadow 

my hands on your skin 

feel electrons transferring 

completing the circuit 

calming, bringing order 

 

the flow of electrons connects us in movement 

in stillness 

energy that fueled the violent creation of earth 

now binds us in a calming warmth 

 . 

. . 

 

 

2 

translation is an Escher print 

made to confound the senses 

tessellations morph from simple shapes into  

birds and lizards. it's about the shades. 

when you think you are going up the stairs 

you end up down in a basement, 

down the stairs 

light and dark intermingling to bring about clarity  

and confusion in each scene, each moment in time 

 . 

. . 

 

 

3 

the impossible structure is the impossible task 

and all you can do is hold it in your hands 

confused, in awe 

that it cannot be made 

it cannot be destroyed 

only transformed 
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Afternoon Break 

 

 

In the parking lot, a utility van  

sat under the trees, 

amidst minivans and sedans. 

The forest canopy shaded the trail. 

The sound of the stream ran parallel, 

also trying to get to the beach. 

Just as the fish stink hit, 

the bay sparkled in front of the trail. 

 

It glittered like millions of diamonds. 

The reflected light dazzled and blinded. 

 

Hot sand and the lure of water  

had children squealing in delight. 

They ran looking for sea creatures  

while mothers languished nearby. 

 

To the right, three men squatted by the water,  

their arms covered with lines of blue ink. 

They joked and laughed while searching. 

They grabbed handfuls of dripping sand, 

spreading it across their palm, 

using one finger to comb through the sand, 

squinting to discern the shapes. 

 

The excitement in their voices was clear  

when they found those small triangles.   

One man held up the shark tooth above his head, 

claiming his was the biggest one yet 

and allowed it to glint in light. 
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Expectations  

 

 

Instead of red spices and hot flavors that emanate  

from me whenever I leave my mother’s house, 

I leave my own home smelling like nothing. 

Possibly deodorant, maybe the salad 

but I’ve never known lettuce to have an odor. 

Not even the baked chicken lingers.  

 

What did you expect? 

 

I wonder how my husband and daughter  

enjoy the dinners I cook while I make up excuses  

to visit my parents. Even as I complain 

about the odors, the overuse of oil, my hopes  

rise at the caramelized onions and chicken korma  

on the perfect bed of rice--I don’t cook rice.  

 

Answer me, what did you expect? 

 

The silver pots on my mother’s stove lure me.  

I enter from the door nearest to the kitchen.  

My first action is to lift the lids to see  

Fresh greens, grilled fish, lentils with cilantro. 

You spend too much time in the kitchen, I say.  

 

What did you expect? 

 

When I was young, I shunned the kitchen for  

books and stayed far away. She, would wave me out  

when I did attempt to watch and learn. 

When will you ever learn? she yelled.  

I then opted for frozen pizza.  

 

Answer me, what did you expect? 

 

I never learned, and I wonder if I ever will.  

My mother’s door is always unlocked.  

When she comes over to my home,  

I ask her to bring the rice. 
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Wandering 

 

 

Racing out of buildings, across the pavement  

to slide down the metal structures and jump  

from swings while mid-air. 

From the whirling merry-go-round to the field  

children scatter, playing tag and racing, 

facing the wind, flying, rolling  

in grass to become the ground.  

Then down the hill, the woods come next 

and we cross over the water by the fallen tree, 

wondering at the twisted roots.  

They had come up entirely in a storm. 

Dirt clinging to them still and we think  

that must be how it is to dissect a frog. 

But happy to call it our bridge, we cross 

With slow steps to follow the concrete stream 

until moms call out, into the woods, 

It’s time to come home.  
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Yanker 

 

 

Grandma should be a professional yanker. 

She has no fear as teeth fall from children 

She wouldn’t make a good sailor, banker, 

Or even a class teacher in kindergarten. 

 

To her, a tooth is not like a mountain. 

It hangs by a strand, needing a simple tug. 

The towel comes away with the bloodstain 

As she encloses the child in a hug. 

 

She comforts the young one in her arms, snug. 

She soothes him and wipes the last tear. 

Exulting in the accomplishment, she’s smug. 

She reminds the mother to have no fear. 

 

The child smiles wide, the gap awkward. 

 A space for new growth as the reward. 
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The Quick 

 

 

I was told of one difference between life and death:  

the movement of the body, of the mind,  

the movement of cells, of stars,  

the movement of systems as they cease to function: 

 

as in the heart, that initial clot that first indicates life 

now blocked from movement, it chokes  

spiderweb wires of a system confused 

 

the opening and closing an incomplete cycle 

that needs help from the stainless steel box: 

it breathes for you and bleeds for you  

 

knives cut in order to heal: a gamble with death 

hoping that this stillness will lead to movement 

  

the silver machine that pumps red liquid life through the body 

the shining machine, the cold machine whose job  

it is to extract and export           warmth 

 

to slow it down and minimize the movement 

warmth to cold, cold to warmth: 

movement at the molecular level 

 

the woman who holds your heart 

must ensure that her hand stays frozen in place 

so that the surgeon can install that simple bypass 

using the curved needle shaped like a question mark 

 

now you determine if the extension of your life was worth it 

regardless of your living or dying, the atoms keep moving:  

they never stopped 
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Aubade 

 

 

Looking through the window blinds, 

she watches him depart at dawn. 

Wide shoulders bend down as he slides into the car.  

 

This moment culminates the months weighing  

on her--she finally submerges beneath it all.  

 

Weary, alone, afraid, proud, unable  

to communicate what each feels. 

 

He feels the pressure of responsibility 

to care to for her, not knowing how.  

 

Tears parallel her downward movement as  

she sinks to the ground, sliding along the wall. 

All her life focuses on this moment,  

bringing on the next chapter. 

 

This morning held for them a parting 

and they hope that such mornings  

will build up to the joining of two souls. 
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Dimensions 

 

 

I received the news of the death  

of an elderly woman and met her for the first time  

as she lay on the table,  

rubbery skin, brown marks of age, 

toes tightly curled and hard. 

Her daughters wept and her sons stood with bowed heads— 

postures straight--still  

next to their sister’s sobs. 

I grieved in joy for their loss 

with prayer and rituals to cleanse. 

They had her for decades, 

she who had given birth in groaning pain  

but held them with murmurs of comfort as they grew  

to be taller than her, and she withered,  

hunched, with toothless smiles. 

I smiled down at her and hope  

that someone will cry for me one day. 

 

The thought reverberates in my head even now: 

I was called to a burial--  

a friend had given birth the day before 

seven months pregnant, so many dreams  

shattered through birth. 

The coffin of this child was the size of a shoebox, 

maybe size seven and a half like my feet. 

His father stepped into the grave, 

bent down to touch box to the ground. 

This large man held his first child awkward  

as only a father can. 

All the while, his stocky shoulders, neck, head 

stuck out of this grave. 

He did not fit in his son’s grave. 

He did not fit in his son’s grave. 
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Late October Hike 

 

 

Backpacks on, the girls begin the narrow path up. 

Their voices fill the woods, their laughs echo to fill silence. 

 

Despite a soft, cool breeze, jackets come off 

and sleeves are rolled as sweat beads along their faces 

 

Voices fade to heavy breathing as they concentrate 

on the next step to maintain their footing along 

 

Hazel Mountain, where speckled red and orange leaves 

carpet the sharp ascent to overlook the valley and ridges. 

 

The river that flows below merely drips in places above. 

The water journeys along seemingly barren creeks at times. 

 

White mistflower dots the trail, an excuse to rest and admire 

the succulent jagged leaves that point out possibilities. 

 

From a boulder on the summit, light flows through 

The delicate rose hued petals of pinxter flowers. 

 

Not the highest, not the most photographed peak, 

the wilderness here remains, allowed to go its own pace.  
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The Disappearing Cuckoo  

Translation of original Bengali  

 

 

O world, I come each Spring to decorate you! 

Says a lost, wounded cuckoo whose  

voice is like the sky's azure. 

Look what a jewel has come for you! 

One whose song is rent from deep within. 

The villagers listen in pleasure, heads tilted. 

The city's passersby start suddenly when they hear it. 

 

Like blossoms rinsed by a spray of water 

the bird will no longer bloom into song. 

It is as if someone stuffed the cuckoo's throat-- 

Who will sing you the musical scale’s highs and lows now? 

 

The days pass and blood fills its throat. 

Today, the cuckoo takes leave of the world. 
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The Image of Sorrow  

Translation of original Bengali by Rabindranath Tagore 

 

 

Though you come in the form of sorrow 

I will not fear you. 

Where pain exists, you are there 

I will hold closely to you. 

If you cover your face in darkness Lord, 

even then I will recognize you; 

If you come in disguise, Lord, 

I would die at your feet-- 

however you show yourself 

I will not fear you.  

 

My eyes shed tears,  

let them shed tears. 

My heart beats, may it keep beating  

in your strong embrace. 

The force of pain lets me know that you  

hold me against your chest, 

I want nothing, will not say a word, 

Save to look upon your face. 

My eyes shed tears, 

let them shed tears. 
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The Symmetry of Hands 

 

 

When the sign language interpreter begins 

I watch her-- 

not the show, not the speech,  

not the event I paid to see. 

My eyes follow swooping movements that work along 

three dimensional Cartesian coordinates. 

 

She tells the most amazing stories: 

of birds swooping down from the sky to fly through a tunnel 

of parabolic fish jumping out of the water 

Her mouth, her hands are more expressive than a mime's 

giving me a glimpse into another world 

 

of joy without sound. 

Like the force of a fist hitting the palm 

 

sharp, precise jabs in the air, with elegance, 

like a ballerina, fingertips reaching 

 

as her hands sprout wings and take flight. 
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FISSION 
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gravity  

 

 

dip the baby-- 

when you hold a baby and lean over 

and they throw their arms out wide 

they tense their body and bug out their eyes. 

they know the law of gravity: 

that two masses must feel for one another 

an attraction that always exists 

distance determining the intensity. 

 

universal gravitation guides,  

it directs you, compels you, 

condemns you, to fall. 
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Gaia Theory 

 

 

Are we the viruses on Earth invading the earth? 

A disease with no other contenders 

Or are we just a disease reaching the heights of the exponential curve  

about to become a logistic population growth curve? 

 

If life were to speed up on a bacterial level 

like in a petri dish filled with agar-- 

at some point everything dies. 

 

Formulas abound but the darkness assimilates all. 

 

Driving over a shell and returning it to sand, 

the conch swirls as scenes shift in my dreams. 

Akashir nil above becomes the dirt below my feet 

and I fall into the Mariana’s trench. 
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Pixelation 

 

 

I see young minds in the pursuit of education. 

They've decided to take on a graphic orientation. 

The books have been replaced by screens. 

Plato imagined a cave in which shadows composed reality. 

 

Intent on watching, you lose yourself in images. 

You are willingly imprisoned, shackled by electricity. 

Intent on viewing, you lose yourself in visions. 

I'm afraid your dreams are pixelated. 

 

The lethargy of the mind astounds me. 

Entranced, you sit and watch bodies moving. 

They walk, talk, laugh, and cry. 

You no longer know how to do these things. 

 

The obsession with unreality has become reality. 

What differentiates the pixels from how we live? 

Do we live our life in imitation of those electrons? 

Or do we manipulate electrons to mimic our emotions? 

 

If unbound, shown the sun, which reality would you chose?  
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After 

 

 

The creepers will creep.  

Vines will ensnarl buildings, 

hide them well. 

Moss will grow out from the walls. 

 

Metal will rust those once fast cars. 

 

Roads that led to the city 

will come apart. 

Dandelions will push up, 

under the asphalt at first. 

They will find an opening  

and force it wide,  

aiming only for sunlight. 

 

All will turn to dirt. 

The woods will take over. 

Beneath the patient forest will lie  

the remains of the city.  

 

The corpses will all meld into earth, 

each atom taken apart to 

nurture the life of the forest. 
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Some Say the World Will End in Ice 

 

 

"For the tribes that live in that area, the glaciers are the head of the skull of the god and 

the mountains are the arms and the legs. If they lose the glaciers then they’re going to 

lose part of their soul." ~Lonnie Thompson on Puncak Jaya 

 

 

I always thought that Indonesia was tropical,  

that the sweltering jungle heat would’ve obliterated  

any chance at ice. When picturing Borneo, I think  

of quick rainstorms that drench the world in minutes,  

only to dry up fast and leave you thirsty and perspiring. 

So close to the equator lies this tropical glacier. 

 

This man mourns the loss of the glacier as he bores holes 

to look at history. He cooks his freeze dried meals while staring  

out at the limbs, the head, wondering at the fate of these people.  

White haired god, will there be a burial for you? 

How will they mourn? With wails over the centuries? 

Or will it be quick, and they will turn to a new deity? 
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Ketha 

 

 

saris once, yards long, threadbare linens,  

grown dull with age, now made vibrant in squares. 

Mondrian wove whole cities with his patches of color 

rectangles small and large. 

your ketha has no comfort for me, 

give me a blanket of down 

stitched by machines-- 

1000 thread count Egyptian cotton. 

enough to wrap a mummy who lasts centuries, 

enough for me to see their still growing hair 

with my daughter in an air conditioned  

room in the Cairo museum. 
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Drifting As A Metaphor   

 

 

He has an old car, dented metal,  

Grey and a gutted interior 

He says for no other would he settle 

This car only looks inferior 

 

It takes turns around the curve 

Squealing past every bystander 

Quick hands steer every swerve 

This car does more than wander 

 

Skidding along a wet track 

Each turn steeped in awareness 

Of a self in motion, forward, not back 

His body lurches in the harness 

 

Exiting the vehicle, nonchalant 

Truly not knowing what he wants 
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Wrapped 

 

 

Three children, one mother. 

It sounds like a sport 

They twist her, use her  

to their advantage. 

Knowing her weakness, 

they vie to get their own way. 

 

When they speak in that particular,  

high-toned voice, others look on in adoration.  

Yet, within a minute, the room lays in waste. 

Gentle requests are rejected with a smack  

and screaming ensues in the museum.  

There’s no effect from her calm, steady voice. 

 

As they exit, she comments that she hates it  

when people tell her what to do with her children.  

 

The youngest daughter smacks the oldest  

so she can be in front. The son throws sand  

in their face and strangers cluck, cluck, cluck,  

shake their heads, and give one another the look. 

 

Her biases emerge as two fight,  

yet the third is punished— 

who goes on to begin the cycle anew.  

The son squints at strangers,  

concocting a new plan to wreak havoc. 

 

When they look at her with love, 

she forgets to be firm, 

forgets the transgressions of screaming and hitting. 

Toughness departs and she is trampled again by  

a three foot tall son who will not listen.  

 

She would face the rush of traffic to save them, 

these children, these manipulative monsters. 
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The Neighbors Upstairs 

 

 

The sounds are meant to be enjoyed.  

From my car, I look up to their balcony.  

The beat excites and brings its listeners to motion. 

I imagine them dancing, from dawn until bedtime, 

The same beat, rousing their frames in a frenzied,  

undulating movement, has replaced their heartbeat.  

 

It must be a skill to dance while brushing teeth or cooking.  

I, the unwilling, am forced to hear; so I concoct plans.  

I could go out back to the electrical box and tear apart wires,  

call the police on them, or gather signatures on a petition.  

I cannot be the only one that hears the accordion bongo beat  

that wakes me from slumber and causes me to grit my teeth.  

 

A gray parakeet perches on its rod in a sparse cage. 

Two plastic chairs sit unoccupied, but a can on the table 

directs my attention to the open glass door.  

Vertical blinds swing back & forth, misaligned, out of tune 

with the thumping blast of the music that plagues us both.  

The bird competes to be heard and remains unable to speak. 
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Fish Hooks 

 

 

Fish hooks in the bloodstream jerking the line. 

I learned to yank it at an angle, to the left or right.  

90 degrees allows enough time for fish to detach. 

The angling to right or left lets hook tear into fish flesh,  

ensuring no escape. 

 

The soul, at moments alone, though surrounded by crowds,  

feels that tearing into flesh, the tug, the jerk of the line. 
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Floating 

 

 

Surrounded by gentle ripples  

extending in all directions, 

she floats with a comic effect. 

Her bloated body sways  

in the mild loll of whorls.  

Perhaps she thought she could reflect  

on her life gone by,  

alone, away from shore. 

 

Look closer 

 

She looks up to the sky, arms to her side, 

the blue bathing suit stretched over her torso.  

Bare limbs and skin too pale, 

Hair spread out in a buoyant halo. 

 

But look longer  

 

Alone, away from shore, 

The blue-green water  

Blinks and shimmers,  

cradling her as a child cradles a doll. 
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the swallowing sea 

 

 

amidst the turbid ebb and flow  

the dull red orange sun  

signals every movement 

 

sand textured, grey and beige crabs  

scuttle across smoothed sand, from small mounds  

they watch, to feel ground vibrations with periscope eyes  

 

ancient armored tanks 

horseshoe crabs with nine eyes 

lay calm on the shore 

 

dolphins group together, swimming to the right 

a handful at a time, interspersed along the shoreline  

each parabolic curve jumps out, grey fin, grey back 

 

the swallowing sea 

with no fear of choking 

keeps safe all the bones of the world 

receding, emerging 

to overtake the land 

this land that will move 

that will disappear 
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Mortal Combat 

 

 

In Mortal Combat 

the joystick sits in a desert console, halfway  

around the world from another desert. 

In Mortal Combat the images are clear and the only magic  

lies in technology. 

In Mortal Combat, the soldier sits in air conditioning. 

while the other walks a dirt path in midday heat.  

 

In Mortal Combat, blood doesn’t disappear, it glows  

orange, red, warm  

until entropy  

removes the radiant heat, warmth seeping out,  

leaving it the same color as the ground. 

In Mortal Combat, the body parts lie waiting-- 

that one too small to have been an adult. 

 

In Mortal Kombat, it depends on your name.  

You can press a button a certain way to protect yourself from onslaught. 

In Mortal Combat, you can run, but the machines will catch up to you.  

They can see in the dark. 
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The Infinite Mirror Effect 

 

 

Place two mirrors in front of one another  

to visualize infinity. 

 

Your eyes strain to perceive the size shifts 

that continue at microscopic, theoretic levels. 

 

Beyond the smallest units of matter,  

do the rectangles still exist? 

 

Did they ever exist, being only reflections of light? 
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Disconnect 

 

 

Sitting in a field thatched with dandelions , 

she does not think of ringing machines— 

clicking or whirring. 

There is no sense of exhaustion, 

no stiffness in the spine 

from sitting on an ergonomic chair 

while wasting time, depleting youth— 

Smooth metal does not 

reflect an empty expression 

and smoke does not rise up from tall towers 

to choke the clouds. 

She rejects making a list of chores 

yards long, that has to be rolled up, 

only to exhaust herself in the making 

and disgusted by the forgetting 

In this moment, upon this yellow flecked, grassy plane, 

she sits, face turned up, indulging in the warm light, 

languishing in the view of the bright sky 

undaunted by infinity, comforted by the vast space 

holding her gently in place. 
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